In order to fish in Croatia, it is necessary to have a fishing licence or fishing permit that is obtainable from Croatian local offices or travel agents. You just pay the set fee and off you go. There is no age limit for fishing in Croatia.

Open fires or even using camping stoves outside of campgrounds is strictly prohibited. Also be careful when lighting the cigarette. Croatian coast is a high fire risk area especially in the summer.

The Croatian government requires all recreational skippers chartering Croatian flagged vessels to have a certificate of competence. Under Croatian law, the Ministry of Sea, Tourism, and Transport can only recognize licenses issued by the national authorities of other countries. Tourists in Croatia can be certified at harbour masters' offices in Pula, Rijeka, Senj, Zadar, Sibenik, Split, Ploce, and Dubrovnik, as well as at the Ministry in Zagreb.

For emergency:
Dial 987

Leave natural, historical, and archeological items in place. Collecting natural or archeological objects, or removing, defacing or destroying any plant, animal, or mineral is prohibited.
Get Sporty - The summer nobody. Only a few people… or may share the sands with hidden coves where you everything from large sand, and sea lover. Find is a paradise for the sun, - With 46 beaches beach Ugljan Island!

Enjoy you of our favourite things on the island during your There are so many amazing an natural phenomena Archipelago, visit to ride through the Kornati An unforgettable boat - Make an excursion a vessel for longer. To do this in style, you can rent a sail or motor boat for a day, or charter from a boat out at sea. You'll enjoy the sea perspective of the island - You'll enjoy cycling.

Swoon over a sunset to the Saint Michael Fort in can play here in the shallow waters as well as on the playground ashore. The "Blue Flag" to the west of the Preko lies the sandy Jaz Beach. The beach is family friendly and kids can swim here securely and without worries. The beach is also popular with older - You'll enjoy the sea perspective of the island - You'll enjoy cycling.
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